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January 14, 2021 TBA
The entire webinar archive is now available on
the AGI YouTube Channel as a playlist!
https://www.youtube.com/user/AmericanGeosci
ences/playlists

Please feel free to type your ideas, thoughts & questions
into the chat box during the webinar.
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Today’s Goals

Deepen knowledge of
processes for evaluating ESS
materials and why they're
important

Identify key shifts of ESS
materials designed for today’s
science standards

Consider how to prioritize
what really matters when
selecting ESS materials
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Who’s here?

Name
Grade expertise
Chatbox

State
One unique challenge or opportunity for teaching
Earth and Space Science with today’s science standards

Two projects in WestEd's Science
and Engineering Division that
support high-quality science
teaching and learning through:
•Reviewing science instructional materials
and sharing high-quality examples
•Supporting schools, districts and states to
adopt and implement high-quality
materials

Jill Grace, Director

•Designing tools and resources to support
science educators and leaders with
enacting quality science instruction
•Working closely alongside educators to
ensure our work is informed by practice
and research
@NextGenScience | @K12Alliance

Jenny Sarna, Director
Vanessa Wolbrink, Associate Director

Earth and Space Science and the NGSS

Opportunities

Challenges

•Rich, engaging environmental
phenomena
•Opportunities for cross-disciplinary
integration

•Making Space Science Phenomena
Relevant
•Course Structures
•Teacher content knowledge and
credentialing
•Availability of quality materials

What the Research Says

Materials
matter

Multiple studies show that a sustained commitment to providing
high quality instructional materials coupled with professional
development can dramatically improve student outcomes at scale.

Not all
materials
are effective

Data show that some instructional materials are easier for teachers
to enact, and some advance student learning more than others.

Materials
can improve
equity

High quality materials are important for equity. Studies show
curriculum materials in particular for students in disadvantaged
schools.
www.achieve.org/im

If we know that not all
materials are created equal
but are a school’s greatest
investment in science AND
quality materials can have a
HUGE impact on learning,
how do we pick the best ones?
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To truly know
quality, you
need to
dig in.
Let’s look at two lessons focused
on similar ESS content.
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What do you notice?
1. What is motivating the learning in this
lesson?
2. Who is the “knower” and “doer” of
science in the classroom?
3. How do students develop important
science ideas in the lesson?
4. What opportunities do students have to
share their ideas?

To truly know quality, you need to dig in.
Lesson A
Teacher shows a demonstration in front of the class
showing ice cubes melting in salt and fresh water.
Students predict which cube will melt faster and
draw and label the experimental set up. Students
make observations and a couple share with the class.
Teacher charts class results and tells the class this
has to do with density.
Students create explanation statements in groups
and present to the class.
Students are given readings with an explanation of
ocean currents, climate, and melting ice sheets.

What do you notice?
1. What is motivating the learning in
this lesson?
2. Who is the “knower” and “doer”
of science in the classroom?
3. How do students develop
important science ideas in the lesson?
4. What opportunities do students have
to share their ideas?

To truly know quality, you need to dig in.
Lesson B
Teacher shows a glacier image and arctic ice melt animation.
Students share prior knowledge, make observations, and ask
questions about the animation and implications for the Earth.
A student question about what affects ice melting speed leads to
a conversation about salt vs. fresh water. They make predictions
and conduct an experiment.
Class discusses systems and students develop system models to
explain what they saw happening with the ice. They share
models with each other, discuss their ideas, receive feedback,
and read about the effect of temperature on density. They revise
their individual models.
They argue from evidence with each other and create a group
consensus model. They discuss how this helps explain the artic
ice melt animation and real-world implications for the Earth.

What do you notice?
1. What is motivating the learning in
this lesson?
2. Who is the “knower” and “doer”
of science in the classroom?
3. How do students develop
important science ideas in the lesson?
4. What opportunities do students
have to share their ideas?

Share 1-2 connections you see to NGSS design.
Lesson B
Teacher shows a glacier image and arctic ice melt animation.
Students share prior knowledge, make observations, and ask
questions about the animation and implications for the Earth.
A student question about what affects ice melting speed leads to
a conversation about salt vs. fresh water. They make predictions
and conduct an experiment.
Class discusses systems and students develop system models to
explain what they saw happening with the ice. They share
models with each other, discuss their ideas, receive feedback,
and read about the effect of temperature on density. They revise
their individual models.
They argue from evidence with each other and create a group
consensus model. They discuss how this helps explain the artic
ice melt animation and real-world implications for the Earth.

Explaining Phenomena
or Designing Solutions

Three Dimensions:

Disciplinary Core
Ideas, Crosscutting
Concepts, Practices

Integrating knowledge
and practice for
Instruction and
Assessment

Relevance and
Authenticity

Student Ideas

Building on Students’
Prior Knowledge

Criteria for Evaluating the NGSS Design of Materials
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What tools can help us sniff out
materials designed for the NGSS?

Evaluation Tools
Full program evaluation
and implementation

Unit evaluation

Lesson or unit evaluation

Assessment task evaluation

What's important in the process for reviewing a lesson a unit?

Calibrate
understanding
of criteria

Individually
collect evidence
to determine
criteria ratings

Meaningful
consensus
conversation

Final
determination

NGSS Evaluation Tool Guide
I want to:

Share in the chatbox a tool you’ve used
or what tool would be most useful.
I should use the following
tool:

Evaluate, select, pilot, and implement a full
science program or curriculum

NextGen TIME

Spot check units to make sure my current
curriculum is high-quality

EQuIP Rubric for Science

Select a unit for a unit study or unit
replacement so my teachers can see the
NGSS shifts in action

Science Peer Review Panel
evaluations and high-quality
examples

Select, modify, or develop classroom tasks
to monitor student learning

Science Task Screener

EdReports Evaluations

NGSS Lesson Screener
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Understanding
White Sharks

The Process
"Team Jawsome": 3 cadre members for
8th grade CA NGSS K-8 Early
Implementation Initiative (south)

Development and input from 7 Field
test teachers and readers

Need: HQ example of 8th grade
integrated unit brings together 5 Early
draft writers

April 2015
How to build an
integrated 8th grade year

Sept 2016
Weekend brunch kicks
off unit development

July 2017
Less teacher, more student
Look at fossils in a new way

Moving Along
Dr. Metcalf, CSUSB helps revamp fossil
lesson

CSULB Shark Lab supportive through
all phases of development and review

Meredith Casalino, OCDE, provides
physics overview

August 2017
Sometimes fossils stink!
fossil lesson revamp

2018-2019
2nd round of edits. Goal: get into the heads of kids!
Unit revamped and small-scale testing of lessons

Getting to the Finish Line
Final team of 3 finish writing and third
round of edits

Initial collaboration and review by the
Science Peer Review Panel

300+ 8th graders and 6 more Early
Implementer teachers informally test
and give feedback

NGSS Design: Highlights from Understanding White Sharks

Explaining Phenomena or
Designing Solutions
Relevance and Authenticity

Student Ideas

Understanding White Sharks: Phenomena
Real World Phenomenon
All student learning is in the service of students
figuring out everything they need to understand what
is going on with shark populations so they can create
a Public Service Announcement (PSA) to lessen panic
and inform the public, which currently has a
perception that shark attacks are increasing.

Learning is in Service of Creating the PSA
Each lesson uncovers pieces of the science ideas
required to explain the increase in shark sighting to
help the public understand this issue and lessen the
misunderstanding and/or panic.

Understanding White Sharks: Phenomena
Student Driven
The DCI elements that are developed by students are
both driven by questions about the anchor and
investigative phenomena. The investigative
phenomena are carefully and purposefully selected to
guide students in making-sense of the anchor
phenomenon while building knowledge of the DCIs
and CCCs and engaging in the SEPs.

Prior Experiences
Materials provide structured support for teachers to
draw out students’ prior experiences regarding shark
sightings and attacks, as well as questions from
students, and use them to motivate student learning.

*The CSULB Shark Lab press release was originally an LA Times article

Understanding White Sharks: Relevance and Authenticity
Authentic and Meaningful Scenarios
The reviewers found extensive evidence that the
materials engage students in authentic and
meaningful scenarios that reflect the real world
because students are engaged with the phenomenon
as directly as possible to generate compelling lines of
student inquiry that come from their experiences.

Understanding White Sharks: Student Ideas
Iterative Sensemaking
The materials provide students with opportunities to both share
their ideas and thinking and respond to feedback on their ideas
because feedback loops are well developed throughout the lessons
to help students improve their understanding throughout the unit.
Eliciting Ideas
Throughout the lessons, and in teacher notes embedded in the
lessons, there are suggestions for how teachers might help elicit
student ideas. For example, in Lesson 8.6 as students are asked to
model how sound travels, suggestions are given to teachers to
elicit ideas and for what kind of phrases could help get students to
include necessary components if the teachers are not seeing them.
As a student, there is also an opportunity to see other models and
compare and revise their own.
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Understanding White Sharks Student Testimony

It’s hard to find
high quality
materials, but it’s
worth it to reach
all kids in science.

“The unit is good so far, and it is
also interesting. This is because
the unit has us observe data and
come up with our own claim.
Instead of reading data and
evidence of an already made up
claim and having a test on it.”

“I really liked the
digital shark tracking
lesson, It was hands on
and made me feel like I
was a real scientist.”

Doing science
instead of
reading about it

Engaging in
practices of real
scientists.

“The lesson where we ‘dug for
fossils’ stuck out to me. I think
it was fun because we got to
find out the… information
through an engaging activity
instead of reading it.”

“I like how we focus on one topic
and relate different areas of science
into this topic. It help to improve
my understanding of how scientists
use the techniques we learn in
school to do their research.”

“I like the digital shark tracking. It's fun and it makes my mind work differently.
Having me think stuff I normally don't think about. Also it helps me learn about
what today's technology can do and how scientists discover and think.”

The learning
feels relevant to
my life.

“I like the topic of environment. I like
to know what is happening around
everyday and what is changing
throughout my life.”

Resources
NGSS Alignment Claims: How Publishers Talk About the NGSS: bit.ly/ngssclaims
NGSS Lesson Screener: www.nextgenscience.org/screener
NGSS Innovations and Instructional Materials: bit.ly/ngssinnovations
NextGenScience Peer Review Panel: www.nextgenscience.org/prp
Understanding White Sharks Unit: bit.ly/sharkunit
California State University Long Beach Shark Lab: www.csulb.edu/shark-lab
nextgenscience.org | k12alliance.org | wested.org/project/nextgenscience

We look at science as
something very elite, which
only a few people can learn.
That's just not true. You just
have to start early and give
kids a foundation. Kids live
up, or down, to expectations.
Dr. Mae Jemison

NASA Astronaut, MD
First African American Woman in Space
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Thank you!
Jill Grace, Director, K-12 Alliance jgrace@wested.org
Jenny Sarna, Director, NextGenScience jsarna@wested.org
Vanessa Wolbrink, Associate Director, NextGenScience vwolbri@wested.org

Post webinar survey:
Certificate of
webinar
participation is
only available
after completing
the post-webinar
survey

Welcome to the NAGT webinar series

Improving Earth education one hour at a time

NAGT sponsors a comprehensive webinar series that is sure to be your one-stop-shop for
strengthening work in Earth education. Webinars feature novel and innovative work in
Earth education research and pedagogy, new teaching materials, and classroom and
professional experiences of people like you. The NAGT webinar series is free and we
encourage you to invite your colleagues to attend and join the discussion.

Join or Renew

http://nagt.org/37340

See the full schedule and archives
at the NAGT Webinar Series Homepage
http://nagt.org/190616

Sponsoring Projects and Programs

Get Involved in NAGT
http://nagt.org/95944

NESTA offers a variety of
timely resources for
teachers in partnership with
other organizations.
Short URL:

https://serc.carleton.edu/
nesta/index.html

The mission of AGI’s Center for
Geoscience and Society is to enhance
geoscience awareness across all
sectors of society. The Center
accomplishes this by generating new
approaches to building geoscience
knowledge, engaging the widest
possible range of stakeholders, and
creatively promoting existing and
new resources and programs.

https://www.americangeosciences.org

Thank you for participating!
Contact information:
Aida Awad: aawad@tothecloudedu.com
Edward Robeck: ecrobeck@agiweb.org
Missy Holzer: missy.holzer@gmail.com

